Most of the twelve essays in this interdisciplinary anthology were originally presented as papers at the Berkshire Conference on the History of Women in 1999 or at the International Medieval Congress in Leeds in 2000. They all point to the significance of material culture in studying the histories of medieval and early modern sex, procreation, and marriage. Although sex and gender in pre-modern times have received increasing attention in recent years, their historical analysis, the editors claim, has tended to privilege texts over material objects.

The editors successfully avoid discussing the multiple meanings of and the many methodological uncertainties surrounding "material culture" by presenting their collection as a reflection of some of the existing approaches to this topic in the humanities. They need to, for the contributions cover many different disciplines, among them history, art history, classics and archaeology, women\'s history, medical history, and literature. The chapter topics are as wide-ranging materially as the geographical area covered\-\--northern and southern Europe and the eastern Mediterranean. Early Byzantine magical marriage jewellery (Alicia Walker) rubs shoulders with abortion tools (Anne L McClanan), images of women on Roman sarcophagi in the ancient world (Janet Huskinson), Spanish paintings representing Maria\'s breasts (Charlene Villaseñor Black), anatomical fugitive sheets from Germany (Karen Rosoff Encarnación), the fertile heart of a Italian saint (Katharine Park), and the magical clothes of Swiss sodomites in the late Middle Ages and the early modern period (Helmut Puff).

My preference is for the essays that emphasize the transient status of material objects and their diverse meanings over those that focus more on material aspects, or the physical quality, production, and use of things. The papers by Park and Puff are best. It is only partly my interest in medical history which prompts this view: they illustrate admirably the way in which the messages of material objects continuously shift. More interestingly, both authors claim that in the Middle Ages and the early modern period the boundaries between material objects and persons were drawn differently from today.

Park explores the meaning of religious relics in early fourteenth-century Italy. Clare of Montefalco\'s strange "autopsy", undertaken rather unprofessionally by her fellow nuns after her death in 1308, generated actual objects: a crucifix in her heart and Trinitarian stones in her gall bladder. The debates over Clare\'s holiness as part of the canonization process (the first ever systematically attempted in order to authenticate the visions and revelations of a holy person), revolved around the possible status of these objects. Park shows convincingly that the notion of human bodies generating relics cannot be simply dismissed as a product of the visions or entranced minds of Clare\'s fellow nuns, but rather, resonates and was couched within contemporary medical, theological and juridical practices. The flesh objects were explained, debated, and considered "real" or "fakes" within this context, depending on the onlooker. By examining this specific historical example from various perspectives, Park shows that medieval relics belong to a group of "things" that lay at the boundary between those physical bodies identified as persons and those identified as objects. Thus, for Clare\'s fellow nuns, the crucified Christ found in her heart was more person than thing, while for some of the opponents of Clare\'s canonization it was a mere artefact.

Although Puff deals with a later period, the time of the Reformation in southern Germany and Switzerland, and a different topic, the material culture of illicit sexual practices, some of the ideas in his rich essay are complementary to Park\'s argument. Like relics in the Middle Ages, clothes in the early modern period, Puff argues, occupied an in-between position. They belonged as much to the self of a person as to the outer world. Where today we tend to regard clothing as an exchangeable and merely external statement, our ancestors ascribed a more static character to the textile skin. This becomes evident in many early modern German sayings, such as "Clothes make the man" ("*Kleider machen Leute*"), as well as in "wanted" circulars or passports, which often specify clothing rather than corporal features as markers of identity. Puff follows Michel Foucault, and more recently Stephen Greenblatt, in claiming that before the seventeenth century allegorical techniques created connections between the world of matter and the world of ideas. Puff shows in his investigations of sodomites\' clothes, in particular, that sexual acts could be easily attached to material goods; such as, for example, in the exchange of trousers between two men.

This collection of essays is helpful to those who would appreciate an overview on how different academic fields investigate the "material culture" of sex, marriage and procreation. The necessity of such a project for further historical studies cannot be emphasized enough. However, for those hoping for guidance through the methodological jungle that has been growing over the last few years around the topic of "material culture" disappointment awaits. Original ideas on how to combine written sources and objects, or suggestions on how to reconcile things and language are not apparent. But, other than the essays by Park and Puff, the contributors stay very much within their disciplinary boundaries. Material objects, it seems, travel rather better across time than between contemporary disciplinary divisions.
